OEKO-TEX® Label Check
oeko-tex.com/en/label-check

OEKO-TEX®
CONFIDENCE IN TEXTILES
STANDARD 100
00000000 HOHENSTEIN HTTI
Tested for harmful substances.
www.oeko-tex.com/standard100

OEKO-TEX®
INSPIRING CONFIDENCE
MADE IN GREEN
00000000 HOHENSTEIN HTTI
Tested for harmful substances and produced sustainably in accordance with OEKO-TEX® guidelines.
www.madeingreen.com

OEKO-TEX®
CONFIDENCE IN LEATHER
LEATHER STANDARD
00000000 HOHENSTEIN HTTI
Leather goods tested for harmful substances.
www.oeko-tex.com/leatherstandard
Label Anatomy

- STANDARD 100 logo
- Verifiable certificate number & testing lab name
- Explanation: “Tested for harmful substances”
- Website for more info: www.oeko-tex.com/standard100
Label Anatomy

MADE IN GREEN logo

Product ID &
testing lab name

Explanation
Tested for harmful substances, produced in environmentally friendly facilities and produced in safe and socially responsible workplaces.

Website for more info

OEKO-TEX®
INSPIRING CONFIDENCE
MADE IN GREEN
0000000000 HOHENSTEIN HTTI

Tested for harmful substances and produced sustainably in accordance with OEKO-TEX® guidelines. www.madeingreen.com
Label Anatomy

LEATHER STANDARD logo

Certificate number & testing lab name

Explanation
“Leather goods tested for harmful substances”
Each OEKO-TEX® label has a # that can be verified.
Labels can be validated at oeko-tex.com under ‘Label Check’

Enter the number exactly as it appears on the label (case sensitive)
OEKO-TEX® Claim Verification

Verification:
• If certificate is valid
• Product class
• Scope: what is covered in the certificate

Check label here
MADE IN GREEN
Label Trace

Verification and transparency:
• If label is valid
• Company and product info
• Supply chain map (Click on map icons to expand)

Trace label here
HOHENSTEIN

Learn More: Hohenstein.US/OEKO-TEX